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National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 

RepiytoAttrot 2010-HQ-F-00213 

John Greenewald, Jr. 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 

June 18,2010 

This letter is in response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated 
January 7, 2010 and received on January 8, 2010 at the NASA Headquarters Requester Service 
Center. You requested "a copy of the FOIA case logfor the calendar year 2009." 

The NASA Headquarters program office (s) conducted a search for Agency records using the 
above listing as its search criteria. From that search, we have provided the enclosed documents 
responsive to your request. 

We apologize for the delay in processing your request. We appreciate your patience. 

Sincerely, 
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
300 E Street, SW 
Washington, DC 
20546 

Report Date 

Time 

: 06/18/2010 

: 10:20:21 AM 

Requested between 10/01/2008 and 09/30/2009 

Request Description Requester 
Name Request ID 

1010512008 NASA Strategic Planning report from 1971-1986. Marinos Utsa 09-HQ-F-00002 
10/06/2008 nterview the agency FOIA Officer for an investigative journalist class in Public Miller, Eric 09-HQ-F-00004 

ommunications 
10106/2008 Requesting to view Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer Prelaunch MOR and TOMS-EP96 long, Angelina 09-HQ-F-00005 

MOR Y-419-96-01 
10/13/2008 Records regarding specfic funding allocations by the NASA Astrobiology Institute (NAI) Pivar, Stuart r 9-HQ+00007 

warded to research proposals accepted with the past five years; and unsuccessful 
research proposals that have been submitted to the NAI and rejected by them over the 
past five years. 

10/13/2008 Paintings or other work by Jerome Klaven Klaven Jacob io9-HO+000I0 
10/13/2008 Seeking a 20-25 page letter sent by NASA to Steven Spielberg about his film "Close f"-Iford, r9-HQ-FOOOll 

Encounters of the Third Kind" Matthew 
10/16/2008 Contract number NNJ05HB40B Blanchard Jef 09-HQ-F-00015 
10/16/2008 r=ontract number NNA07CA02C ames, 09-HQ+00016 

Melinda 
10/07/2008 Grant information on NAG5-10322. Uzupis Abby 09-HQ-F-00017 
04/08/2009 FOrA related information for NASA's existing web services contract with eTouch Systems Burns, Lisa 09-HQ-F-00021 

~orporation' contract number NNH05CC350. 
10/26/2008 nformation on liGht spectrums that a Mars probes uses. GOUGh Karl 09-HQ-F-00022 
10/26/2008 IAny and all documents on alleged forgery investigation which includes Coastal International ~hunn, 09-HQ-F-00023 

Security, Inc; and registration manager Kathy Cobb and former employee Ashley N. Sharon 
~hunn. 

10/27/2008 Mandatory Declassification Review; Vostok I 8ldg, MSC-64-818, James Shaw, John lobb, \lick, Charles ~9-HQ+00024 
ames Janney, Donald Tillian 

11/06/2008 Venezulela satellite, China - US cooperation, Space Shuttle supension between 2010 -
2015. 

~mall, Jenny r 9-HQ+00026 

04/08/2009 ontract number NNHOSCC35D. Miller Kelly 09-HQ+00027 
11/10/2008 copies of current and past studies into research and use of anti-matter based engine for !9uinn, 09-HQ+00028 

space exploration. IAnthony 
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12/0S/2008 11/01/2008 Declassification review under the FOlA of records stored at NARA dealing with detailed Vick, Charles 09-HQ-F-00029 
breakdown of photos Vostok 1 building list, general description spacecraft development 
history and MSC-64-S1S. 

)4/15/2010 10/01/2008 Solicitation 0916200S NASA web based services. K;aroan Glenn 09-HQ-F-00030 
11/25/2008 11/17/2008 ontract number NAS5-9S144 Marra Cathy KJ9-HQ-F-00031 
i-l/21/200t 11/21/200S nformation concerning the lost too! bag by Heidemarle Stefanyshyn-Piper during EVA-l on 

TS-126 
~alenti, James !09-HQ-F-00033 

12/10/2008 11/23/2008 Request to use NASA logo and copyright permission Bush Robyn 09-HQ-F-00035 
~9/15/2009 11/25/2008 Reauest the FOIA log for the past 2 )lears. !Santos Rose 09-HO-F-00036 
12/02/2008 11/26/2008 Seeking all information pertaining to status / results of all the complaints filed against Bizeau, 09-HQ-F-00038 

NASA OIG Damien 
12/18/2008 11/27/2008 Information on Hellum-3 on the moon Dobransky, 09-HQ-F-00039 

i teve 
04/03/2009 12/01/2008 Contract NNT05ESMDEVMS Lyerly, 

r'atherine 
09-HQ-F-00041 

I 

12/10/2008 12/05/2008 Documents regarding US Navy's use and lease of any facilities on at Stennis Space Center. Hendrickson, 09-HQ-F-00042 
Gordon 

08/25/2009 12/05/2008 NASA web portal services contract NNH05CC35D avassoli, P9-HQ-F-00043 
Nazanin 

04/13/2009 12/12/2008 Records that discribe the model of Multi-mode Receiver (MMR) and Flight Management 
!system (FMS) utilized by NASA's Aries Boeing 757 test aircraft (N557NAl. 

Monaghan, 
lo.idan 

09-HQ-F-00045 

10/01/2009 12/12/200S Summary report and all other documents connected with NASA SBIR Browell, 09-HQ-F-00046 
Raymond 

04/28/20l( 12/15/2008 ask orders, work orders, work delivery orders, techinical orders and directives on McElyea, Tim 09-HQ-F-00049 
NNH06CC93C 

02/26/2009 12/31/2008 Space shuttle systems handbook as cited in the Columbia Crew Survival investigation Faulkner, 09-HQ-F-00050 
report. ames 

1)1/07/2009 12/30/2008 Authentic document verification of a Brazilian Embassy letter Boaventura, 09-HQ-F-00052 
Edison 

()l/07/2009 KJl/06/2009 ontract NNA05AC33C ZOQrafos, Taso 09-HO-F-00053 
03/19/2009 ~1/09/2009 nformation on telecommuting by employees at NASA Goluboff, 09-HQ-F-00055 

Nicole 
01/21/2009 01/15/2009 Seekina a lob as a astronaut or summer hire Barr Perry 09-HO-F-00056 
03/01/2010 01/15/2009 f'lward contract and task orders on NNH06CC93B Law, 09-HQ-F-00057 

01726/2009 
Rosemary 

101/06/2009 r--ontract number NNX05MOIC law, 09-HQ-F-00058 
Rosemary 

1/26/200, 01/08/2009 ontract number NND05M11B Skelley, Lynne 09-HQ-F-00059 
04/14/2010 01/08/2009 Lontract number NASW-4779, the NASA Summer High School Apprenticeship Research Darden, Walt ~9-HQ-F-00060 

Program (SHARP) 
4/22/2010 91/12/2009 United Nations space treaty of 1967 and owning land on the moon Hewitt, 09-HQ-F-00063 

Malcolm 
03/05/2009 ~1/13/2009 Any documents referring to Nevada or Arizona and April 18-20, 1962 Holloway, 09-HQ-F-00064 

Scott -, 
101/14/2009 Contract NNH05CC05D awarded to DiverSified Global Resources JV LLC the sponsored ones, Monica 09-HQ-F-00065 

esearch and education supports services requirement 
02/24/200 901/22/2009 Orion program tooling; purchase order document Marino, Paul 09-HQ-F-00067 

https:l/foia.nasa.gov!FO IAXpress/Reports/Custom/ afxPrintCustomizedReport.aspx ?btprint= PrintAlI&himageo~ N &bFlag=false& .. , 6/18/2010 



Systems Corporation contract 

NN 

Space Climate 

services contract 

related to Ararat Anomaly (Noah's Ark) 

whiCh are observed over eastern New York state from the Canadian 

memo 
'urbulence for Altitudes between 20,000 and 55,000 feet Over the western 

examine the original construction contract and specifications for the ISarrett, John 

[

onstruction of the NASA Electronics Research Center (ERC) in kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA. 
r am only interested in the contract and specifications which relate to the identity of the 
liability insurnace agents, companies, polices and certificatea of insurnace for the general 

nntr.-:lrtnr and the subcontrators and more particularly for the insulation subcontractor, 
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}6/17/2010 03/03/2009 eeking any information regarding "Project Bluebeam" Falhoun, 
Patrick 

~9-HQ-F-00098 

05/02/2009 ~3/09/2009 request information on contract NASW I looking to review this contract with Brevard Medrzycowski, 09-HQ-F-00099 
Achievement Center 1845 Cogswell Street Rockledge FL 32955 Richard 

05/05/2010 03/11/2009 Source Selection Statement on contract NASW Gambetta, 09-HQ-F-00100 
Gabi 

OS/26/2009 ~3/20/2009 asking for all documents and records used in the search process reagarding our FOIA 
2009-074; The purpose and chemical makeup of what NASA calls "persistent jet contrails" 

Haag, Bonnie 09-HQ-F-00101 

!which are observed over eastern New York State, from the Canadian border to New York 
;ity 

06/23/2009 03/23/2009 requesting orignal, unretouched, unfiltered, highest resolution available image files of the !'Idolph, Mark ~9-HQ-F-00102 
ollowing: 2P127438461IOFP2269L456C6_V3-A 17R1 (the orginal file, note the chamged 
Inle~ 

11/13/2009 03/23/2009 requesting information on eTouch Systems contract administered by NASA HQ Ludy-Woznick, 
V>-dora 

~9-HQ-F-00I03 

07/08/2009 03/13/2009 requesting copies of responses or formal bids to your agency's Request for Proposals for Hogue, ~9-HQ-F-00I05 
, applications or technology involving infrared detector technology during the time period, Michael 
! 

February 196 throuqh January 2004 
105/02/2009 03/1912009 contract number NNHOSCC05D Skelly, Lynne 09-HO-F-00I07 
02/02/2010 ~3/27/2009 request a copy of the following documents: to contract #NNH06CC01Z, including the Santos, Rose 09-HQ-F-001l3 

statement of work and releaseable pricing 
04/21/2010 03/30/2009 would like to obtain, if it exists, documents that list the approved NASA abbreviations tha Rogers, Dylan 09-HQ-F-00114 

lare used on NASA enQineerino drawinas 
4/03/2009 103/30/2009 f'\ward for Requisition No.: 4200126470 Goddard Space Flight Center - Liquid Nitrogen Heal Doreen 09-HQ-F-00116 

OS/27/2009 03/31/2009 I would like to know if the phenomenon of a lighting bolt has ever been observed around Sincavage, 09-HQ-F-00117 
~ny celestial body other than earth Richard 

~5/16/200' 04/02/2009 Information regarding the NASA internship programs ohnson l 09-HQ-F-00119 
ackie 

~5/27/2009 03/24/2009 SSP 30312 Electrical, ElectroniC, and Electromechanical (EEE) and Mechanical Parts Kelhl, Michelle ~9-HQ-F-00120 
Management and Implementation Plan for Space Station Program 

OS/27/2009 03/26/2009 All color panorama from the Phoenix Lander to date (3/26/2009), fully processed, in the [Adolph, Mark 09-HQ-F-00122 
hiqhest resolution achieved 

03/23/2009 NASW-: NNH05CCOSD Contract Skelley. LYnne 09-HO-F-00123 
06/04/2009 ~4/13/2009 in need of information to improve my knowledge about the space and the cosmo Gomes, 09-HQ-F-00187 

MaurAcio 
04/16/2010 04/15/2009 list of all active contracts over $100,000 as of 4/13/09 by NASA center with the following Darnell, 09-HQ-F-00188 

pata: contract number, contractor namel contract value (including options), period of 
performance (including options, even those not yet exercised). If readily available, a point-

Ginger 

~f-contact such as CO or COTR 

Wo~/2010 04/21l2009 NA5W-: NNJ06TA25C Award Fee Letters Bogar Janet 09-HQ-F-00189 
5/05/2010 04/21/2009 Irhe latest revision of the report prepared for NASA by the Aerospace Corp. on the relative Marring, Frank ~9-HQ-F-00190 

trengths and weaknesses of the Ares I crew launch vehicle, the evolved expendable 
aunch vehicles (EELVs) already in service (Atlas V and Delta IV), and any other human-
rated launch vehicles (includino conceot vehicles) studied for NASA 

- 04/08/2009 NASW-: IHA-11740-EH-09-004; We are respectfully requesting the current contract rates Lesterl Tim 09-HQ-F-00 191 
or the contract held by EQ that is now being bid out under RFP/RFQ IHA-11740-EH-09-

004. The current subcontractor (EQ) is an extension of whom Space Gateway Systems had 

https:I/t(Jia.nasa.gov/FOIAXpress/Reports/Custom/afxPrintCustomizedReport.aspx?btprint=PrintAll&himage-~N&bFlag=false& ... 6/18/2010 
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prior to the award of the MESC to IHA 
04/20/2009 All records related to the decision to name the new Space Station module Tranquility rather ~ilson, Charis 09-HQ-F-00193 

han the winning NASA suggested name of Serenity, In accordance with FOlA regulations, 
since this material is likely to be frequently requested, I request that aU responsive 
eeards, including any studies, reports, suggestions or discussions of options, regardless of 
ormat, be posted in your electronic Reading Room. The information is needed to 

understand what the government is "up to" in making a choice that went contrary to the 
vote and in fact choosing a name that was not even on the original list. In addition, if the 
list was never intended to actually be used then I would like information as to the costs of 
iolaning and running the contest, when the results were not used. 

05/06/2009 04/20/2009 FOIA for the Constellation Acceleration Study Report Mattews Mark 09-HQ-F-00194 
06/23/2009 05/04/2009 he specific names of all firms that received small business contracts from NASA during FY Gunn, 09-HQ-F-00196 

12008 and the specific dollar amounts that were awarded to those firms t-hristopher 
05/05/201C 05/06/2009 Hello l I am student of Physics and attended a film produced for NASA in the house of a Schlosser, 09-HQ-F-00197 

riend In the United States. The name of the film was "the Tour of the Cryosphere" Fabiano 
- 05/06/2009 Full text of all of the appendices that accompanied the ESAS (Exploration System 

rchltecture Study) Reoort 
I=0wing, Keith 09-HQ-F-00198 

-
- 05/06/2009 requesting access to and copies of the twelve (12) appendices that accompanied the Mattews, Mark r9-HQ+00199 

exploration Systems Architecture Study (2005) 
06/25/2009 OS/20/2009 opy of Voluntary Seoaration Incentive Payment Plan (VSIP) coverinq FY08. Kuhn John 09-HQ-F-00201 
05/05/2010 04/13/2009 requesting access to and copies of the complete Single Audit packages for the following Breidenbach, 09-HQ-F-00208 

groups for the following years: EIN #161126182, Greater Syracuse Chamber of Commerce Michelle 
nc., EDC, 2006, 2007, 2008, EIN #150464400, Greater Syracuse Chamber of Commerce 
nc., 2006, 2007, 2008, EIN #150532081 Syracuse University, 2006, 2007, 2008, EIN 

#150589832, Syracuse Research Corp., 2006, 2007, 2008, EIN #161045299 Oneida 
Indian Nation, 2006, 2007, 2008, EIN #161057773, Salvation Army of Syracuse, 2008. 
!ThiS should include, but not be limited to the following doocuments: *Financial Statements 
"'Schedule of expenditures of federal awards *' Summary schedule of prior audit findings *' 
[opinion on financial statements *report on internal control * report on compliance * 
~chedule of findings and questions costs'" corrective action plan * opinion or disclaimer of 
K>pinion on schedule of federal awards 

r4/16/2010 06/02/2009 Records between NASA and Robert (Bob) F. McDonnell or his offices. Howie, 
Nicholas 

r 9-HQ-F-00209 

04/29/2009 equesting records of an investigation conducted by Mr. James A. Houghton, OIG 000; on Hawkins, !09-HQ-F-00211 
onathon Priluck and a company named Jonathon Aerospace Materials Corporation Robert 
JAMCorp) 

11/09/200~ 06/07/2009 WQW Signal - most recent analysis performed by NASA of the orgins of the signal. Richardson, 09-HQ-F-00212 
Scott 

04/20/2010 06/07/2009 Collective bargining agreements made between unions representing security personnel and casey, Susan 09-HQ-F-00213 
contractors. 

04/18/2010 06/08/2009 requesting records on how much ammunition your department/agency used in 2008, I.e Skinner, 09-HQ-F-00215 
100,000 rounds of 9mm, 200,000 rounds of 5.56 etc. (for all small arms ammunition up to ames 
fand including ,50 cal), and the number of agents you had authorized to carry firearms in 
2008. 

P6/30/2009 06/10/2009 Names and address of companies that have been paid by NASA using the GSA SmartPay Bruce, Connle ~9-HQ-F-00216 
Program purchase cards. If possible restrict this list to those who have accepted the card in 
he past 24 months, also indicate the total amount of purchase made from each company 

using the GSA SmartPay Program purchase cards. If pOSSible, please indicate if the 

https:llfoia.nasa.gov/FOIAXpress/ReportslCustomJafxPrintCustomizedReport.aspx?btprint=PrintAl1&himage=N&bFlag=falsc& ... 6/18/2010 
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ompany ispassinq Level III data to NASA, 
10/01/2009 06/17/2009 ~ny reports and correspondence, including letters, e-mails, memos, sent or received by ,-avanaugh, 109-HQ-F-00217 

NASA from Oct, 1, 2008 to the present regarding the Santa Susana Field Lab in Southern Kerry 
Iralifornia 

07/09/2005 06/25/2009 he name, office mailing address (including room number and/or mail stop/mail code, if Lesz, David P9-HQ-F-00219 
applicable), grade and job title of all current GS-3 through GS-12 employees working for at 
he NASA Headquarters in Washington DC 

10/19/2009 06/23/2009 !'he most up to date verison of the chart on page 7 of the GAO report "NASA Ares I and Mathews, 109-HQ-F-00220 
Orion Proiect Risks and K"}' Indicators to Measure Progress Mark 

10/23/2009 06/26/2009 all documents that describe the use of the Itek camera that was installed on the Apollo Wenger, Scott 09-HQ-F-00221 

! 

spacecraft; wheather or not Itek was ever used to photograph the earth; plutonium falling 
into the Pacific Ocean, 

kl6/29/2009 06/29/2009 op paying professions in the aerospace industry Low Charlie 09-HO-F-00222 
108/26/2009 07/14/2009 NASA Purchase orders or contracts pertaining to Watkins & Associates, inc/cage code rowley, 09-HQ-F-00223 J 

3D523 and Dav'Jd H, Sutherland & Co" Inc/cage code 063V5, GSA contracts, micro- William I 

purchases, below $3000 with a government credit card or open bid solicitations between 
an 1, 2008 and June 22, 2009, NSN#: 8040-00-016-8662/8040-01-169-5 304/8040-01-

301-1857/8040-00-2 09-1286/8040-00-463-7042/8040- 01-388-2930, 
07/21/2009 P7/14/2009 pbtaining copies of 2 of the top recently awarded proposals to the Global Climate Change Frey, Anne 09-HQ-F-00224 

Education program, 
107/16/2009 07/14/2009 Full text of all posts made to the NASA Twitter account created by/for the NASA JSC Social Cowing, Keith P9-HQ-F-00225 

media working group at JSC_SMWG by NASA civil service and contractor personnel on 7 
puly 2009, 

IOS/1l/20lC 07/14/2009 opies of any information regarding TItle 14, section 1211 adopted 16 July 1969 of the Morrison, 109-HQ-F-00226 
Extraterrestrial Exposure Law and in addition the powers of the NASA administrator and Robert 
how NASA interprets this law, 

- 01/16/2009 ontract NNH05CCOSD Law, [09-HQ-F-00227 
Rosemary 

04/27/2010 04/08/2009 copies of any and all documents concerning Signa Allen Gilkey, aka Signa A Gilkey Procaccini, 09-HQ-F-00228 
David 

11/04/2009 11/24/2008 Copy of exterrestial alien translation study funded in 1972 during President Nixon's Mattingly, 09-HQ-F-00229 
administration. ohn 

- 11/26/2008 'l....omplaints involving Ms. Margo Sheridan and/or the Headquarters Fmance Department, Wilson, Joe 09-HQ-F-00230 
k!specially harassment or discrimination from 2000 to 2005, 

12/02/2009 12/10/2008 Copy of contract, modifications, task orders, award fees concerning Indyne contract Steponkus, 09-HQ-F-00231 
NNH06CC93B Elizabeth 

- 01/15/2009 Copy of manuscripts, papers, reports, letters etc. .. submitted by NASA Civil service persons 
for review and/or publication to SCience Magazine and Nature magazine, between 1 July 

,-owing, Keith P9-HQ-F-00232 

2008 and 15 January 2009 
~S/02/2009 03/23/2009 !copies of the ten oldest open or pending Freedom of Information Act request currently 

being processed or held pending coordination with other agencies 
,-hin, Yvette P9-HQ-F-00233 

OS/29/2009 03/16/2009 any documents or e-mails concerning whether, how and by what means NASA will carry Ravnitzky, 09-HQ-F-00234 
out the intent of President's Memorandum on the Freedom of Information issued by the Michael 
White House on January 21 2009 

10/28/2009 07/21/2009 AI! emails, memos, handwritten notes, faxes, correspondence, meeting minutes, instant r-0wing, Keith 09-HQ-F-00239 
messages, video, or other materials sent by I or received from, or exchanged between; 
Steve Cook (NASA MSFC), Jeff Hanley (NASA JSC), Scott Horowitz (NASA HQ ESMD), Doug 
Cooke (NASA HQ ESMD) and Mike Griffin (NASA Administrator), Individually or collectively 

https:/tfoia,nasa,gov!FO IAXpresslReports/Custom! afxPrintCustomizedReport,aspx?btprint= PrintAll&himage~" N & b Flag=false&,., 611812010 



Iregarding crew survivability during an abort of an Ares-1 launch between 14 April 2005 and 
lose of business 17 JUY 2009. 
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!o6/01/201(llo7/2i/2009frhis is an appeal, will do a search for Operation Maiestic 12 or any related documents. !Graham, Lee 109-HO-F-00243 
!OS/10/2009j07/29/2009!requesting a copy of the most costly international airline ticket purchased by NASA during 

he last agency fiscal year, only agency personnel stationed in the D.C. metropolitan area. 
IRavnitzky, 109-HQ+00250 

IOs/6s/26io107j29/26-o9IDetaiis and results of the Chapel Bell Experiment, Apollo 14-17 missions. 
!OS/03/2009!07/29/2009!information pertaining to Firing Room Console Enclosure for LCS, under solicitation # 

NNK09280440R 

Michael 
oms. Brad 

l
'Simmons, 
RYan 

109-HO+00251 
109-HQ-F-00252 

08/17/2009107/30/2009jRequesting all emails and letters from February2009 to present, pertaining to 
orrespondence between NASA and the following Congressional Representatives regarding 
he American Recovery and Reinvestment Act; Tim Bishop (NY 1st congressional district), 
~teve Israel (NY 2nd), Peter King (NY 3rd), Kristin Gillibrand (NY Senator) and Chuck 

chumer (NY Senator). 

Lane, Charles 109-HQ-F-00253 

IOS/03/2009!07/30/2009trranscriptions of all private and non-private radio conversations between the flight crew 
land the command center for STS-37 and STS-6L 

Mal!ias, Leo 

!o5/05/2010!08/03/2009fopies of current contracts for locksmith services/access control/physical security for NASA !Groves, 
HQ, including expiration date of contract. current contractors name and pricing schedule, lMichael 

109115/ii:f69]08/10/2009FoIl documents regarding Gary McKinnon, all documents that thisrequest creates "nd other ]Shaw, 
people requesting the same information. lsteohen 

109-HQ-F-00254 

109-HQ-F-00258 

109-HQ-F-00259 

!oS/10/2009!o8/10/2009INASlO-12150, contract modifications IHeal, Doreen 109-HQ-F-00260 
!o9/16/2009!oS/10/2009!A1I emalls, documents, records pertaining to the Earth science research (ESR) grants made IBorenstein, ]09-HQ-F-00261 

in calendar years 2005-2009 to Mississippi State University (MSU), All emails, documents, !Seth 
phone records, ect. pertaining to the ESR grants to from the following individuals: 

~
ourtney Stadd, Michel Griffin, Fred Gregory, Shana Dale, Mary Cleave, Chris Scolese, Ed 
eiler, Michael Whalley, Rex Geveden, Brian Chase, Christopher Shank and all employees 

in the of of the Inspector General and the office of Legislative Affairs, All emails, 
ocuments, phone records, ect. involving investigations into the grant to MSU and those 
bout wheather to seek reimbursement of the money" 

!o6/01/201olos/10/2009I!nformation pertaininq to Proiest Aquarius and Pounce. 
!o5/05/2010!o8/10/2009~irectives pertaining to IT Portfolio Management guidance under mandate from the 

linger-Cohen Act of 1996 and OMB Circular A-130, any additional directives of 
ocumentation in IT Portfolio Management guidance for agencies of under mandate from 

IGraham, Lee 109-Ho+00262 
Meyer, Jeff 109-HQ-F-00263 

he Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 and OMB Circular A-130, 
08/26/2009!O8/10/2009~ copy of the text of the current NASA PAO policy as it relates to NASA JPL PAO policy for jeowing, Keith ]09-HQ-F-00264 

he releasing NASA research information under embargo to the media. All correspondence, 
mails, memo and other communication between Rosaly Lopes, Robert Nelson, lAU and 

NASA JPl Public Affairs regarding the issuance of the press release "Surface features on 
itan form like earth's, but with a frigid twist"; the selection criteria for which members of 
he media receive it under embargo and which do not; the conditions under which this 

!material is to be treated as being under embargo; and the rationale as to why it is to be 
kept under embargo, 

!o8/10/2009INASA'S offiCial record of testing power save 1200. ICurbelo, 
Richard 

lOsTi7/2009jCoplesofthe-re-su-m-es{or materials oti1erwise justifying appropriate pay levels of Schedual (waterman/ 
iC appointees) of all persons considered for or apPOinted to a Schedule C position from !Richard 
January 20, 2001 to September 1, 2009. Copies of the resumes (or materials otherwise 
justifying appropriate pay levels for non-career Senior Executive Service (SES) employees) 
jof all persons employed or considered for employment by the agency as non-career 

]09-HQ-F-00265 

09-HQ-F-00267 
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members of the SES employed from January 20, 2001 to September 1, 2009. Resume of 
II persons employed as Senate-confirmed presidential appointments by agency from 
anuary 20 2001 to September 1 2009. 

09/01/2009 08/21/2009 Informantion pertaining to contract #NNH06151199R (Risk Management Services)/ wants Ellis, Coral 09-HQ-F-00268 
o confirm that the contract is still active and is likely to be recompeted after its expiration 

next year. 
108/24/2009 nformation pertaining to any grant programs that are available. Would like a list of 

pubs/news letters, journals and put on a mailing list for any free pubs/news letters, 
Grote, Danny 09-HQ-F-00269 

·oumals, 
09/28/2009 108/28/2009 access to NASA's operating plan for the 400 million it received for its exploration Matthews, 09-HQ-F-00270 

~irectorate included in the 1 billion for NASA under the American Recovery and Mark 
Reivestment Act of 2009. 

- 08/28/2009 r--0pies of certain specific records from serveral NASA record number/series. 6763, 10881, Klotz, James 09-HQ-F-00271 
10883 10884 11057 13854 and 17591. 

09/16/2009 09/01/2009 he most recent OPM approval of NASA's 5-tire employee performace and communication Robbins, Ben 109-HQ+00272 
system. 

11/23/200, 09/01/2009 requesting Information pertaining to Indyne Inc (contract NNH06CC93C), current sections Pedder, John r9-HQ+00273 
A-J with listing attachments, al! modifications, previous requiring RFP sections L & M, 

i 

names of companies that submitted a proposal during the last competition, copies of all 
active delivery orders/task orders/TI's/job orders with statements of work and copies of 

i 
wo most recent monthly contracts invoices. 

109/15/2009 109/03/2009 PPIRS/CPAR data system we seek the aggregated CPAR rating score statistics for all CPAR Stachewicz, 09-HQ-F-00274 
ratinq action performed bv NASA for all locations excludino classified proorams. eff 

- 09/09/2009 a copy of NASA sources sought #4200275931. Santos Rose 09-HQ-F-00275 
12/03/2009 109/11/ 2009 l'-0mplete copies of all manuscripts, papers, reports, letters, presentations and data ,-owing, Keith 09-HQ-F-00276 

~ubmitted by NASA civil service personnel, NASA contractor personnel and NASA funded 
researchers for review and lor publication to Science magazine and Nature magazine 
between 14 July 2009-7 September 2009. All correspondence between NASA civil service 
personnel, NASA contractor personnel and NASA funded researchers and both Science 
magazine or Nature magazine regarding prepublication embargoes for the release of these 
manuscripts, papers, reports, letters, presentations and data prior to publication, Full text 
of NASA policies governing the release of research results to the public and the conditions 
under which NASA policy allows these research results to be withheld from the public 
release pending publication in Science magaZine, Nature magazine or any other publication 
under embargo or other processes. 

109/30/2009 09/1112009 he Jacobs Indemnification Memo of Decision (maybe known by another name, signed by r-0yne, Jack 09-HQ-F-00277 
he administrator granting Public Law 85-804). Administrator Charles Bolden grant of 
~.overnmental indemnification under P,L 85-804 to prime Jacobs and subs Lockheed 
Martin ILA and Honeywell on the ARES I-X constellation proqram (contract NNM05AB50C' 

12/16/2009 109115/2009 an electronic search of all years of the NASA Aeronautics and Space Database (not the Ravnitzky, 09-HQ-F-00278 
public version the NASA Technical Report Server) for all report citations that include in the Michael 
Restriction on Access field the term "limited distribution". 

12/10/2009 109/15/2009 Search of the NASA Aeronautics and Space database (non-public version of the NASA Ravnitzky, 09-HQ-F-00279 
echnical report database) of all reports that are more that 35 years old (Le. from before Michael 

1973) and also marked as classified (i.e not classified) in the database. 
02/12/2010 09/16/2009 jAl! records, including but not limited to guidance or directives, memoranda, training r--hin, Yvette 09-HQ-F-00280 

materials, or legal analyses, concerning the implementation of President Obama's January 

I 
21, 2009, memorandum on U',L; Freedom of Information Act and/or Attorney General 

https:llfoia.nasa.gov/FOJ AXpress/ReportslCustomJ afXPrintCustomizedReport.aspx ?btprint= PrintAlI&himage= N &bFlag=false&... 6/18/201 0 
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Holder's memorandum of March 19 2009 on the Freedom of Information Act. 
10/07/2009 09/16/2009 t-0PY fo the HQ NASA FOIA cas log for the period June 30, 2008 through December 31, Hammond, 109-HQ-F-00281 

2008. Barbara 
11/23/2009 09/22/2009 f<lny all documents pertaining to contract j1NNH05071554R and NNH06CC93C (In Dyne, 

Inc) 
tDliveira, Kevin !09-HQ-F-00282 

09/28/2009 09/22/2009 Needs to obtain an electronic copy of sI1ge010500.nef-and image of the ISS taken from Pinner, Ashley 09-HQ-F-00283 
STS-119 on March 25th 2009 (flight day 11). 

09/22/2009 Lontract NNH05CC91B, copy of the basic awarded contract, including the statement of Skelley, Lynne 09-HQ-F-00284 
work. 

e 09/22/2009 ontract NNH05CC90B copy of basic awarded contract including the statement of work Skelley, Lynne 09-HQ-F-00285 
[12/03/2009 109/24/2009 Lomplete copies of all manuscripts, papers, reports. letters, presentations and data Lowing. Keith 09-HQ-F-00286 

• 

I 
ubmitted by NASA civil service personnel, NASA contractor personnel and NASA funded 

researchers for review and jor publication to Sdence magazine and Nature magazine 
between 8 September 2009 - 24 September 2009. All correspondence between NASA civil 
~ervice personnel, NASA contractor personnel and NASA funded researchers and both 
Science magazine or Nature magazine regarding prepublication embargoes for the release 
Iof these manuscripts, papers, reports, letters, presentations and data prior to publication. 
~II internal memos, emails and other correspondence within NASA and between NASA and 
research personnel regarding the research being submitted for publication insluding the ful! 
ext of all articles being submitted for publication. Full text of NASA poliCies governing the 

release of research results to the public and the conditions under which NASA policy allows 
hese research results to be withheld from the public release pending publication in Science 

maqazine Nature maQazine or any other publication under embarQo or other processes. 
05/14/2010 09/24/2009 Video records of Dr. Werner Von Braun ranging from his capture to his death. Video and Abell. 09-HQ-F-00287 

audio footage of the Saturn V test launches. If NASA has records of the PGM 11 Redstone Nathaniel 
rocket, video footage is needed. Footage of 1960'5 testing at Marshall Space Flight Center 
in Huntsville AL 

- 09/28/2009 Received this request as a transfer from GRC, copy of contract NN05CC89Z. BASO task Santos, Rose 09-HQ-F-00289 
prder 4/Sow/PWS and contract with exhibit Schedule B and the SOW/PWS. 

- 109/29/2009 Any correspondence between NASA and Citigroup of its affiliates related to such contracts. 
Bids, applications or other materials submitted by Citigroupor its affiliates in connection 

Enrich, David 09-HQ-F-00290 

!with such contracts of requests for proposals. Descriptions of the roles played by Citigroup 
lor its affiliates under the contracts and the amounts Citigroup or its affiliates are being paid 
in connection with the contracts. 

- 10/02/2009 NASA FY09 Initial Operation Plan dated April 24, 2009. NASA FY09 American Recovery and Klamper, Amy 1O-HQ-F-00007 
Reinvestment Act spending/operating plans. 

10/27/2009 10/05/2009 ~II records concerning geoengineering/technologically altering the climate and all records 
Idefinina what criteria would call for climate Qeoengineering. 

Small. Jenny 10-HQ-F-00011 

Total No of Cases: 155 

https:llfoia.nasa.gov/FOIAXpresslReports/Custom/afxPrintCustornizedReport.aspx?btprin'~PrintAlI&hirnage=N&bFlag=false& ... 611812010 



,~oung, Denise (HQ·NB040) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Sir, 

John Greenewald, Jr. Uohn@greenewald,com] 
Thursday, January 07,2010808 PM 
HQ-FOIA 
FOIA REQUEST 

This is a non-commercial request made under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 5 USC 5 552, Pursuant 
to the U, S, OPEN Records Act of 2007, my FOIA requester status as a "representative of the news media" -- a status 
entitling me to an unlimited search processing my request, and the first 100 pages free of charge, For examples of my 
various publication credits in this regard, I refer you to my radio network, and my own personal radio show (syndicated 
on FM and AM stations) at http://www,blackvaultradio,com, My internet website http://www,theblackvaultcom which 
holds a vast government document database, along with many freelance articles that I have written, which have also 
been published in magazines and websites, including OpEdNews,com, UFO Magazine, FATE Magazine, and others, 

Additionally, please contact me if this case should incur a charge, 

I respectfully request a copy of the FOIA case log for the calendar year 2009, 

Thank you so much for your time, and I am very much looking forward to your response, Please know that electronic 
delivery of the requested material or correspondence related to this case is preferred and accepted in lieu of paper 
copies via snail mail, 

Sincerely, 

John Greenewald, JL 
 

 




